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Abstract: Due to the increasing amount of data traveling computer 

networks every day, efficient management of this information is required to 

ensure the quality of the services provided by them. Development of new 

network management tools and mechanisms is a widely approached area 

due to its importance, not only to the current technology, but also to next 

generation network standards and equipments. Several researches have 

been directed to the use of IP Flows in order to increase the efficiency of 

these management tools. Although there are several proposed approaches in 

this area, most of them don’t have suitable test scenarios to validate their 

performance results. In this study, we present Scorpius, a new simulation 

tool able to help testing network management mechanisms based on IP 

Flows. Scorpius is capable of simulating different kinds of anomalies, such 

as Denial of Service (DoS), Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS), Flash 

Crowd and Port Scan, directly into the flow export files. This characteristic 

unites the advantages of tests in real network environments without the 

drawbacks of the occurrence of real anomalies and attacks, even controlled 

ones. This approach makes the processes of performance analysis of anomaly 

detection approaches easier, without interfering or hampering the operation of 

the analyzed network. In order to validate the efficiency of the presented tool, 

we use real data collected from a large-scale network environment. 
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Introduction 

One of the most relevant aspects about modern 

society is the importance of information. With the 

globalization process, most of the information traffic occurs 

into computational environments, large-scale networks 

characterized by their high-speed transmission and huge 

amount of data transportation. Furthermore, software and 

solutions typically executed locally, such as text processing 

tools, are migrating to the cloud environment as web 

solutions, creating a growing convergence of applications 

that need to be connected all the time (Ponnuramu and 

Tamilselvan, 2012; Prakash et al., 2014). 

Thus, one of the most important and addressed topic 

in researches nowadays is the management and security 

of computer networks. It is an essential task to guarantee 

the quality of the services provided by computer 

networks, especially in large-scale environments such as 

large companies, hospital environments and metropolitan 

area networks (Huang et al., 2008; Tsagkaris et al., 

2012). Attacks are becoming increasingly frequent every 

day, especially those that aim to hamper the availability 

of services, such as Denial of Service (DoS) and 

Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks (Liu, 2009; 

Hua et al., 2007), or to find security breaches in these 

services, such as Port Scan attacks (Korczynski et al., 

2011). Thus, the development of effective anomaly 

detection tools is an extremely important matter. Even 

though it is a widely addressed area, it is still open due to 

the complexity of detection and identification processes, 

mainly in large-scale environments. 

Over the years, several different approaches have 

been proposed to help the network management and the 
anomaly detection in computer network environments. 
Most of them are based on the Simple Network 
Management Protocol (SNMP) (Amaral et al., 2012; 
Zarpelão et al., 2007), mainly using counters to measure 
traffic volume patterns in order to detect the occurrence 

of attacks or anomalies, such as (Brutlag, 2000). 
Nowadays the SNMP protocol is still present in several 
network management solutions, but another approach is 
gaining momentum among the area researchers. This 
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approach is called IP Flow analysis, capable of 
describing not only volume aspects of the network 
traffic, but also qualitative information about the 
communication processes that compose it, such as IP 

addresses and ports of origin and destination and 
protocols. Many of the latest researches in the area are 
using IP flows on anomaly detection solutions, achieving 
promising results, such as (Jadidi et al., 2013), 
(Androulidakis and Papavassiliou, 2007), (Bartos et al., 
2011), (Hong et al., 2008) and (de Assis et al., 2013). 

Since 2000, our research group “Computer Networks 

and Data Communication” has been working on the 

development of anomaly detection solutions based on 

the analysis of Digital Signatures of Network's Segment 

(DSNS). The researches began with the usage of a 

SNMP based analysis, generating several important 

results, such as (Proença Jr. et al., 2004) and (Zarpelao et 

al. 2009). From 2011, our group started to use IP Flow 

based analysis through the exportation protocols IPFix, 

NetFlow and sFlow. The solid knowledge raised through 

SNMP pattern (DSNS) researches were applied to IP 

flow analysis. This new approach generated several 

contributions, which are based on Digital Signatures of 

Network's Segment using Flow analysis (DSNSF), such 

as (Fernandes et al., 2013), (Pena et al., 2014b; 2014a). 
One of the most difficult steps towards the 

development of network management solutions and 
anomaly detection tools is the efficacy test of the 
proposed approach. These tools must be tested in all 
kinds of environments, in order to validate its efficiency 
as thoroughly as possible. Among the possibilities of 
existing tests environment, are the simulated, real and 
controlled network environments.  

Aiming to unite the advantages of each one of these 
environments, as well as mitigate their disadvantages, 
this paper presents an alternative for network anomaly 
detection approaches testing: an IP Flow anomaly 
simulation tool called Scorpius (de Assis, 2014). This 
tool is capable of simulating different kinds of anomalies 
directly into flow export files, such as Denial of Service 
(DoS), Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS), Flash 
Crowd and Port Scan. This approach unites the 
efficiency of real network test scenarios with the 
precision of simulated networks and controlled attacks 
without interfering or hampering the network operation. 

This tool was developed due to the testing 
requirement of several anomaly detection systems and 

approaches studied by our research group and was 
already used on several works, such as (de Assis et al., 
2014), (Carvalho et al. 2014; 2013). 

To validate the efficiency of the presented tool on 
simulating network anomalies into large-scale networks, we 
use real IP flows collected at State University of Londrina-
Brazil, an environment composed of more than 7000 
different hosts. To test Scorpius' precision, we compare a 
real anomaly that occurred on the collection environment 
with a simulated anomaly generated by the presented tool. 

The remainder of this paper is composed of the 

following sections: Section 2 presents the related works, 

while section 3 describes the presented tool. Section 4 

presents the obtained results of this software usage. 

Finally, section 5 shows the conclusions of this paper.  

Related Work 

The usage of computational resources to help the 
solution of complex calculations and problems 
considerably improved scientific researches of all study 
areas. These areas usually need to test new theories, 
methods or approaches in order to validate the overall 
results of the study and verify whether the initial 
objective was achieved or not. However, some test 
environments are difficult to reproduce or to observe. 
The computational solution to this problem is usually the 
simulation, an approach where the desired test 
environment is artificially (virtually) reproduced, which 
is used by several different researchers. Sinreich and 
Marmor (2004), the authors highlights the importance of 
simulation processes on the reduction of costs and 
productivity improvement of hospital environments. 
They describe the basis of simulation tools in this 
environment, which must be intuitive, simple to use and 
flexible. Mempel et al. (2010), the authors propose the 
usage of transient simulation rather than traditional 
methods on testing modern protection equipments, 
presenting the advantages of this change through the 
analysis of different applications. Canova et al. (1999), 
the authors use simulation processes on the development 
of a weapon called Predator SRAW, or short range 
attack weapon. The gains of the simulation usage are 
visible not only on the cost reduction of the project, but 
also on the overall quality of the product. Ab-Rahman 
(2011), the authors test different algorithms for a Fiber-
to-the-Home Passive Optical Network Automatic self-
restoration scheme through the use of access control 
system using simulation approaches. 

As observed, several different application fields use 

simulation in order to solve specific problems. This 

situation is no different in network management and 

anomaly detection systems, a widely addressed study 

area with great importance, specially due to the constant 

increase of traffic in large-scale networks. Kuhl et al. 

(2007), the authors present a simulation modeling 

approach to represent computer networks and Intrusion 

Detection Systems (IDS) in order to test the security of 

these environments. Bhatia et al. (2009), the authors 

perform a simulation to identify the occurrence of zero 

day silent worm in Local Networks (LAN) or intranets. 

They highlight the fact that, compared to the time and 

cost involved in setting up an entire test bed into real 

networks, the use of simulations are considered fast and 

inexpensive solutions. Puketza et al. (1996), the authors 

use a methodology based on the simulation of users 

(both the intruders and normal ones) in order to test 

Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS). 
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In order to improve the performance evaluation tests 

of network anomaly detection approaches, the simulation 

tool used on the process should provide different 

anomalous scenarios. These scenarios must be capable of 

testing the proposed approach on different kinds of 

situation, such as DoS, DDoS, Port Scans attacks or 

Flash Crowd events, through the use of modern and 

current attack techniques and methodologies. Liu (2009), 

the author presents a research on Denial of Service 

attacks and detection programming, highlighting the fact 

that this is the most popular attack in the network 

security area. Additionally, the author describes some 

Distributed Denial of Service approaches, techniques 

based on the conventional DoS methodologies. If the 

DoS attack is the most popular, Distributed Denial of 

Service attacks are the most serious security problems in 

computer networks nowadays, as said by (Hua et al., 

2007). In their research, the authors state that this kind of 

attack is particularly difficult to detect due to its 

distributed nature, where the attackers behavior usually 

are similar to normal users behavior. This matter also 

represents the central discussion of the research presented 

in (Li et al., 2009), where the authors propose the usage of 

probability metrics in order to distinguish DDoS attacks 

from Flash Crowd events, anomalies characterized by the 

parallel usage of a network resource by a huge amount of 

legitimate users. Korczynski et al. (2011), the authors 

highlight that Port-scan attacks are usually a precursor of 

intrusion attempts and it is an activity of difficult 

identification due to its low volume of generated data. 

Another important aspect on developing a simulation 

tool for network anomaly detection approaches is the 

support of network flow analysis. The use of IP flows is 

a powerful solution not only for the detection of the 

previously mentioned attacks and anomalies, but also for 

the identification of the origin of the problem. Unlike the 

SNMP technology, the use of IP flows provides several 

qualitative information of the collected communication 

processes. Several different network anomaly detection 

approaches are using flow analysis in recent years, such as 

(Jadidi et al., 2013), (Androulidakis and Papavassiliou, 

2007), (Bartos et al., 2011) and (Hong et al., 2008). 

Thus, it is important for network anomaly detection 
researchers to be able to test their proposed approaches 
in complete test scenarios. The most complete 
environment available for testing is always the 
environment in which the solution is proposed to be 
used, i.e., real operating computer networks. However, 
anomalies and attacks, even the controlled ones, can 
impact on the operation of these networks, hampering 
the experience of its users. Thus, the most effective 
solution is the usage of a simulation tool capable of 
injecting the behavior of attacks and anomalies directly 
into exported network files. This paper presents Scorpius 
(de Assis, 2014), a JAVA application capable of 
injecting the behavior of DoS, DDoS, Flash Crowd and 

Port scan anomalies directly into flow records exported 
from real networks through the sFlow protocol. This tool 
helps testing processes of new anomaly detection 
methods with the advantages of using real network data 
flows without interfering on its normal operation. 

Presented Simulation Tool 

One of the main difficulties on the development of 

new techniques, models and anomaly detection systems 

in computer networks is the testing. These tools must be 

tested in several different environments in order to 

evaluate its efficiency in a way as completely as 

possible. Among the existing test possibilities, there are: 

Simulated networks: Test environments completely 

controlled, where it is possible to control every single 

network variable in order to reproduce the required 

behavior. Although this method is extremely 

complete, the assembly complexity of a simulated 

network is relatively high. 

Real networks: Test environments where real data 

collected from operating networks (production 

environment) are used, enabling the measurement of the 

efficiency of the tested tool directly at the environment it 

is intended to be applied. The real network testing is 

extremely important to anomaly detection systems 

evaluation, once they illustrate exactly the scenarios 

where these systems operate. However, its biggest 

advantage brings on a disadvantage, because the 

completeness level of the tests is directly related to the 

diversity of the anomalies that occur on this network. 

Thus, if Flash Crowd anomalies are the only one 

present on the used network, the system will not be 

tested to other types of anomalies, such as DoS, DDoS 

or Port Scans, for example. 

Controlled networks: Test environments where 

different anomalies are directed and performed into a 

specific computer network in an intentional way. In these 

types of environments, particular hours of the day are 

usually selected in order to avoid hampering the 

network's normal operation. Even though this approach 

is less complex than the development of simulated 

networks, these anomalies/attacks, even if controlled, 

can impair the network's normal operation, especially in 

large scale networks, which are used 24 h a day. Aiming 

to ease the performance evaluation tests of anomaly 

detection and network management systems, an IP Flow 

anomaly simulation tool was developed, uniting the main 

advantages of the different approaches previously 

presented. This tool is called Scorpius-sFlow Anomaly 

Simulator and significantly simplifies the performance 

study and evaluation of anomaly detection systems based 

on IP flows analysis. The current version of Scorpius is a 

freeware and it is available for the community access 

through the tool's website website: 

"http://redes.dc.uel.br/scorpius/" (de Assis, 2014). 
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Fig. 1. Scorpius' Interface 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Diagram of the Scorpius' operation 
 

Scorpius-sFlow Anomaly Simulator 

Scorpius can basically inject new flow records into 
an IP flow exportation file, simulating the behavior of 
specific anomalies into specific time intervals. Its current 
version supports the DoS, DDoS, Flash Crowd and Port 
scan anomalies or attacks. The Fig. 1 presents the 
Scorpius tool in its current version. 

This is an application developed using the JAVA 
programming language, through the use of the 
production environment Eclipse (Helios version). The 
Scorpius tool unites the control of simulated network 
environments, the wealth of information of real networks 
and the flexibility and diversity of anomalies of 
controlled environments with the safety of a quick and 
simplified simulation. Its operations can be observed in 
the diagram presented by Fig. 2. 

As can be verified, Scorpius uses a real data flow file 

as input, injects anomalous flows with the required 

characteristics at a specific time interval and generates a 

new IP flows file as output with the solicited anomalies 

already incorporated. This file can be used for testing in 

an identical way as real network environment, once its 

data are in fact real with the exception of the simulated 

anomalies. These anomalies are injected as additional 

behaviors to the network normal behavior at the 

solicited time interval, not excluding or changing any 

real flow records. Thus, different kinds of anomalies 

can be tested in real environments, even if these 

anomalies did not inflict the utilized network during the 

time period used for testing. Furthermore, the operation 

of the network used on the performance evaluation tests 

of network anomaly detection approaches and tools 

does not suffer from any influences through this entire 

process. Figure 3 presents an excerpt from an IP flow 

file (exported from the sFlow protocol), where the same 

portion of file can be analyzed before and after the 

injection (simulation) of an anomaly of the DoS type, 

beginning at 10 o’clock of October 1st, 2012. 
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Fig. 3. Snippet from IP flows file: before and after a simulated DoS attack 

 

It is important to highlight that this is the first version 

of the tool, which has support only for IP flows of the 

default exportation format of the sFlow protocol.  

Scorpius Operation: User View 

The operation of Scorpius, from the user point of 

view, is simplified: First of all, the user fills the field 

“Source File” with the complete path of the IP flows file 

used as basis to the anomaly injection. Then, the field 

“Output File Path/Name” is also filled with the path and 

name of the resulting file (if the file path is not specified, 

Scorpius will generate the file in the same directory 

where it is located).  

Afterwards, an anomaly is chosen by the user, which 

fills the fields relating to them and then click the “Start!” 

button to start the process. Some of these fields have a 

random data generation button (Rand), which simplifies 

the analysis process in situations where only the anomaly 

detection is important, not necessarily the identification of 

its origin. In the case of “Origin IP” and “Destin. IP” (IP 

Addresses of origin and destination, respectively) fields, 

the generation of invalid IP addresses in real environments 

is possible, which does not influence the performance 

evaluation process of anomaly detection systems. 

The Time fields (Hours) must be filled with the 

HH:MM:SS (hours:minutes:seconds) pattern and the 

field “Start Time” must be previous to the “End Time”.  

Finally, the field “Amount of inj. Flows /s” (Number 

of Injected Flows per second) must be filled with the 

quantity of flows injected in each second on the file 

within the specified time interval. It is important to 

highlight that the sFlow protocol has native support to 

sampling and, thus, each flow injected per second 

represents other 256 flows collected by the switch. For 

these reasons, this value is commonly defined as 1. 

Scorpius Operation: Low-Level View 

For the low level point of view, each supported 

anomaly has different behaviors, which were 

implemented in Scorpius as is following described:  

 
• Denial of Service (DoS): The denial of service 

attacks is, basically, an attack of a single host to a 
specific destination host that aims at the congestion 
of a service or server. Thus, after filling the data and 
the selection of the “Start!” button by the user, 
Scorpius injects the selected number of flows 
present in the “Amount of inj. Flows /s” field to 
each second from the previously stipulated start and 
end time. These flows contain the information of IP 
addresses of origin and destination, ports of origin 
and destination and protocol defined by the user. 
Although the protocol used is of free choice (TCP, 
UDP or ICMP), it is recommended the usage of the 
UDP protocol, since it is the most commonly 
addressed approach in this kind of attack, followed 
by the ICMP. The flow attribute Bytes is calculated 
accordingly to the minimum size of packet sending 
from each one of the different protocols 

• Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS): In a similar 
way with the DoS, distributed denial of service 
attacks are intended to congest a service or server. 
However, unlike the DoS, this attack uses several 
different hosts that, intentionally or not (as in the case 
of BotNets or zombie networks, composed by 
infected computers remotely controlled by hackers), 
attacks a single host. Its operation on Scorpius is 
similar to the DoS attack, with the difference that 
there is no need to specify the IP addresses of origin 
for the attack, only how many different hosts are used 
for it. The IP addresses of these hosts are generated 
randomly by Scorpius, which generates a flow record 
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to each origin host, increasing the impact caused on 
the network in comparison to the DoS attack 

• Flash Crowd: These events are not considered 
attacks, being classified as anomalies. They are 
events in which a huge amount of legitimate users 
access a server or service simultaneously, causing 
and involuntary congestion similar to the previously 
mentioned attacks. These events occur more frequently 
in websites or WEB applications, such as the electronic 
address of universities disclosing the results of 
selective processes. Thus, the most commonly used 
protocol in these cases is the TCP and for this reason, 
this protocol is predefined in this kind of anomaly 
injection. As the IP addresses of origin are varied, each 
second new IP addresses of origin are randomly 
generated by Scorpius and each one of these addresses 
of origin generate a flow record per second 

• Port Scan: This anomaly is basically a procedure 

used to verify the vulnerabilities of a specific host. 

Thus, an origin host performs a scanning process in 

all or in a range of ports of a destination host, 

verifying which one are open. Several 

methodologies can be used in this process, most of 

them using the TCP protocol (defined as standard in 

this kind of anomaly). The Scorpius tool implements 

the method called Half-Open, widely used due to its 

characteristic of not allowing the TCP connection to 

be established, avoiding the attacker to be identified. 

This method basically sends a SYN message to a 

specific port at the destination host and, if it receives 

a SYN+ACK response, which indicates that the port 

is currently open, it responds with a RST message to 

finalize the connection before it is established. Thus, 

only 3 packets are exchanged for each port scanned 

 

In Scorpius, the user must fill the fields IP addresses 

of origin and destination, port of origin and start time for 

the attack. It does not have an end time because it is 

finalized when all the specified ports are scanned. Also, 

the user must fill the fields “Start” and “End” relating to 

the Port Range macro field, which may vary from 1 to 

65535. Each second, a new flow relating to a port of the 

destination host is generated on the file and the next flow 

injected will be related to the 256th following port, i.e., 

the first flow injected is relating to the scanning of the 

port 1, the next injected flow is relating to the scanning 

of the port 256, then 512 and so on. Thus, if 1024 ports 

are scanned, only 5 flows are generated, once each 

analyzed port was selected at the sampling process of the 

sFlow protocol with rates of 1:256. 

The attacks and anomalies here described directly 

influence the behavior of the affected network. Through 

the IP flow analysis, it is possible to verify these effects 

through different features or dimensions. Table 1 

illustrates how each one of the attacks/anomalies 

supported by Scorpius affects traffic behavior. 

In Table 1, orgIP and desIP represents the features IP 

addresses of origin and destination, respectively, as well 

as orgPort and desPort represents the features Ports of 

origin and destination, respectively. These features, 

unlike bits, packets and flows per second, are qualitative 

information. In order to enable the quantitative analysis 

of these features, we used the Shannon Entropy (Shannon, 

2001) to represent them. This metric have lower outcomes 

when the concentration of the entries are high and higher 

outcomes when the dispersion of the entries are elevated. In 

Table 1, the symbol "++" represents an increase on the 

behavioral movement, "--" indicates its decrease, "+-" 

represents that the behavior has been affected by a 

behavioral increase or decrease and the "N/A" points out 

that the feature has not being affected by the anomaly.  

Scorpius Comparison with other Tools 

One of the most used network attack tools in the last 
years is named LOIC, an acronym for "Low Orbit Ion 
Cannon" (Praetox Technologies, 2010). This tool was 
developed in order to provide a simple and easy way to 
perform a Denial of Service (DoS) attack, where the user 
can change and personalize several attributes and "flood" 
the destination IP with the selected packets. Although it 
is a powerful approach, this tool is limited: It only 
performs DoS attacks. In order to perform a Distributed 
DoS attack (DDoS), several different machines 
simultaneously executing LOIC are necessary, which is 
an effective approach for hacker community groups 
(usually composed by a large set of people), but not for 
the average research teams. Furthermore, this is a real 
network attack tool, which means that LOIC's usage on 
performance evaluation of network anomaly detection 
approaches is based on a controlled network 
environment. As previously mentioned, even controlled 
attacks can impair the network's normal operation, 
especially in large scale networks. 

Unlike the LOIC tool, Scorpius can simulate DoS, 
DDoS, Port Scan and Flash Crowd attacks/anomalies, 
injecting their behavior directly into flow data in a 
secure way. 

Another widely addressed approach to evaluate the 
performance and efficiency of network anomaly detection 
approaches is the simulation process. Xiao et al. (2009), 
the authors propose an anomaly detection scheme based 
on machine learning for wireless sensor networks, using 
the Network Simulator 2 (NS2) tool to evaluate their 
approach. NS2 is a powerful tool able to simulate different 
network environments and configurations, where it is 
possible to configure the behavior of both network assets 
and hosts. Although network simulations can synthetically 
generate traffic and emulate specific nodes, the limited 
size of the experiments and the difficulties on background 
traffic generation, as well as the difficulty of modeling 
real-like network environments, are drawbacks that 
may hamper the performance evaluation process of 
anomaly detection approaches.  
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Table 1. Attacks/Anomalies signatures 

 Flash 
 Crowd DoS DdoS Port-Scan 

bits/s ++ N/A N/A N/A 
packets/s ++ ++ ++ ++ 
flows/s ++ ++ ++ ++ 
orgIP N/A -- N/A -- 
desIP -- -- -- -- 
orgPort +- -- -- -- 
desPort -- -- -- ++ 

 

Scorpius unites the power of simulation with the 

reliability of real network environment data, injecting 

anomalous behavior directly into real IP flows. This is a 

simple, effective and secure approach for anomaly 

detection performance measurement.  

Obtained Results 

To measure the efficiency of the presented tool on the 

simulation of anomalies, we used real IP flows exported 

by the sFlow protocol, collected at the State University 

of Londrina-Brazil. During the collection process, we 

identified two real anomaly occurrences. These 

anomalies are Flash Crowd events and were used to test 

the precision of the simulations generated by Scorpius. 

First of all, Scorpius need to use as base data 

collected in a normal day, i.e., a day where no anomalies 

occurred. Then, this normal day behavior is injected with 

an anomaly, simulating the parallel execution of both 

behaviors. In other words, the input data of Scorpius are 

the IP flow data which describes the behavior of a normal 

day, on which a simulation of a specific anomaly is 

performed. Figure 4 presents the graphs of seven flow 

dimensions (or features) of the day used as Scorpius input 

on the tests performed, collected in 9th October, 2012. 

Through the exported sFlow file which describes the 

base day, Scorpius injects new IP flows into this file, 

simulating an additional activity that occurs in parallel to 

the normal one. To measure the efficiency of the 

presented tool, we analyzed the days 5th and 30th 

October, 2012, in which we identified the occurrence of 

anomalous behaviors relating to Flash Crowd events.  

Figure 5 presents the real behavior collected on 5th 

October, 2012 (green), in which Flash Crowd anomalies 

were identified in three different hours: from 10:00 to 

10:20, from 12:00 to 12:30 and from 14:35 to 18:00 

hours. The blue line represents the behavior of the 

Scorpius output, which is composed by the base day 

(input of the tool) and the injected Flash Crowd anomaly 

on the mentioned time intervals. The simulations were 

performed using approximately 1280 hosts (IP 

addresses) of origin accessing a single IP address of 

destination on the analyzed network. 

Table 2. Correlation Coefficients and NMSE results of the 
comparison between Scorpius' anomaly simulation 
and a real anomalous day (October 5th, 2012) 

 Correlation 
 Coefficient NMSE 

bits/s 0,94 0,05 
packets/s 0,91 0,04 
flows/s 0,91 0,04 
IP Origin 0,88 0,01 
IP Destin. 0,41 0,03 
Port Origin 0,65 0,04 
Port Destin. 0,85 0,01 

 
Table 3. Correlation Coefficients and NMSE results of the 

comparison between Scorpius' anomaly simulation 
and a real anomalous day (October 30th, 2012) 

 Correlation 
 Coefficient NMSE 

bits/s 0,91 0,06 
packets/s 0,87 0,06 
flows/s 0,87 0,06 
IP Origin 0,72 0,02 
IP Destin. 0,42 0,03 
Port Origin 0,47 0,10 
Port Destin. 0,74 0,02 

 
Table 4. Blend-Altman plot percentage error of the comparison 

between Scorpius' anomaly simulation and a real 
anomalous days 

 October 5th, October 30th, 
 2012 (%) 2012 (%) 

bits/s 5.3 4.8 
packets/s 4.7 6.8 
flows/s 4.7 6.8 
IP Origin 3.7 5.3 
IP Destin. 6.4 4.8 
Port Origin 4.6 5.9 
Port Destin. 4.5 6.8 

 
Figure 6 presents the real behavior collected on 30th 

October, 2012 (green), which presents Flash Crowd 
anomalies identified at two different time intervals: 
From 10:50 to 11:40 and from 20:00 to 22:00 h. The 
blue line represents the Scorpius output which, as 
previously mentioned, is composed by the union of the base 
day and the Flash Crowd anomalies injected by the tool in 
these time intervals. The simulation was performed with 
around 1790 to 2560 hosts accessing a single IP address of 
destination on the network, for the first and second 
anomalous intervals identified in this day, respectively. 

In order to quantitatively measure this efficiency, we 
used three different metrics. The first is the Correlation 
Coefficient (CC), which measures the concordance 
degree between the real movement and the simulation. 
The second is the Normalized Mean Square Error 
(NMSE), which measures the error between them, 
exposing the most striking differences. As mentioned in 
(Sarin et al., 2010), correlation and error metrics are the 
most used approach on testing simulation outcomes. 
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Fig. 4. Base day used by Scorpius (09/10/2012) 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Anomaly simulation performed by Scorpius compared to a real anomalous day (October 5th, 2012) 
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Fig. 6. Anomaly simulation performed by Scorpius compared to a real anomalous day (October 30th, 2012) 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Bland-Altman plot between real anomalous day and Scorpius' simulation for October 5th, 2012 

 

 
 

Fig. 8. Bland-Altman plot between real anomalous day and Scorpius' simulation for October 30th, 2012 
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Finally, the third technique is the Blend-Altman plot 
(Altman and Bland, 1983), a graphic metric capable of 
analyzing the concordance between two data sets. 

Through the CC test, the result 1 is the optimal 

outcome and 0 is the worst possible scenario. For the 

NMSE test, 0 represents the optimal results (data tested 

are exactly the same). The obtained results through the 

use of these technique can be observed on Table 2 and 3. 

Visually, it is possible to conclude that the simulation 
performed by Scorpius is extremely efficient. The 
numerical results presented on Table 2 and 3 highlight 

several important aspects. First of all, the results of the 
features IP addresses of destination and Ports of origin 
fared worse than the other features mainly due to its 
behavioral characteristic. Those features are less stable 
than the others, which directly influenced the CC and 
NMSE results. Furthermore, as can be observed, Fig. 4-6 

shows 7 flow features which describe the same traffic. 
The features IP Addresses and Ports of origin and 
destination are qualitative dimensions. In order to 
quantify them, we used the Shannon Entropy (Shannon, 
2001) approach, where high values represent a higher 
diversity of entries (IP addresses or ports) and low 

values represent a higher concentration of entries, metric 
calculated in one minute intervals. 

Relating to October 5th, 2012, the results presented 
by Fig. 5 and Table 2 show the great efficiency of 
Scorpius on simulating the Flash Crowd anomaly. The 
flow features bits, packets and flows per second were 
affected by the increase of the traffic movement, due to 
the huge amount of information generated by the 
anomaly. The feature IP addresses of origin remains the 
same, because the hosts responsible for the Flash Crowd 
event are legitimate users, not interfering in the 
concentration analysis. The feature IP addresses of 
destination suffered a slight decrease, due to the fact that 
several hosts were accessing a single destination IP. The 
movement of the feature Ports of origin increased during 
the anomaly because different ports were used to access 
the destination host. Similarly, the feature Ports of 
destination presented movement decrease during the 
anomaly due to the fact that the hosts were accessing the 
destination host through a single port, increasing the 
concentration of the flow entries. 

Scorpius anomaly simulation successfully described the 

same behaviors on the analyzed flow features. The CC test 

highlight a high concordance between the simulation and 

the real anomalous day, except on the features IP addresses 

of destination and Ports of origin, which are unstable, as 

previously mentioned. The NMSE test shows that the 

difference between the simulation and the real anomalous 

day is low, close to the optimal metric outcome. 
For October 30th, 2012, results, presented by Fig. 6 

and Table 3, the behavior of the analyzed anomaly is the 
same as previously mentioned for October 5

th
, 2012, 

since both days presented Flash Crowd anomalies. The 
difference between these days is basically the intensity 

of the anomalies, which increased for the second test 
day. Another difference is that for the second test day, 
the users accessed the destination host through different 
Ports, decreasing the destination Port entropy impact on 
the first anomaly occurrence (form 10:50 to 11:40). 
Furthermore, the Ports of origin used by the users were 
more recurrent, decreasing the origin Port entropy 
impact on this same time interval. 

Scorpius anomaly simulation fared worse in this test 

than the previously addressed, mainly because, in this 

first version of the tool, it does not support many 

intensity customization features. However, Scorpius 

successfully described the behavior of the analyzed flow 

dimensions, achieving CC and NMSE outcomes similar 

to the previously mentioned tests.  

Finally, the results achieved by Scorpius in the 

Blend-Altman plot can be observed in Fig. 7 and 8 for 

the flow feature “bits per second”. The solid lines in the 

center of the graphics represent the average and the 

dashed lines are thresholds, which are calculated by 

adding and subtracting (upper and lower limits) the 

average to the standard deviation times 1.96. The 

outcome of this technique points out that the analyzed 

data sets are in concordance if most of the points are 

located between these thresholds. As observed, most of 

the points are located between the mentioned thresholds 

both in Fig. 7 and 8. To translate the visual outcome of 

the Blend-Altman plot to a quantitative metric, we 

counted the number of points that are out of the 

technique's thresholds, measuring the error percentage 

for each analyzed day and flow feature. The obtained 

result can be observed on Table 4.  

As observed, the percentage errors are always under 

7% rate. Furthermore, the percentage error is 5.3% on 

the average, which highlight the efficiency of the 

presented simulation tool. 

Conclusion  

In this study, we presented a network anomaly 
simulation tool based on IP Flows, named Scorpius. The 

tool was described in detail and its operation was 
analyzed through system and user points of view. 
Scorpius supports 4 different anomalies, which was also 
described in order to illustrate how Scorpius performs 
the simulation process of each one of them. 

Scorpius was submitted to quantitative performance 

metrics to measure its efficiency and simulation 

precision, achieving high Correlation Coefficient results 

and low Normalized Mean Square Error outcomes for 

most of the tested flow features through the analyzed 

anomalous days. Scorpius was able to successfully 

describe the behavior of the tested anomaly even without 

many intensity customization features. 

The obtained results point out that Scorpius achieved 

its main objective: To simulate the behavior of 
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anomalies in computer networks through IP flows, using 

as base days with normal behavior, without interfering 

on the operation of the analyzed network. We can 

conclude that the presented tool is capable of simulating 

anomalies efficiently and directly into IP flows, 

eliminating the need for complex network simulation 

configuration, controlled attacks or the occurrence of 

real attacks for complete testing of new anomaly 

detection systems. Thus, Scorpius represents an 

important auxiliary tool on the development of new 

network management and security approaches. 

In future works, we intend to analyze the behavior of 

other anomalies, in order to improve the performance of 

the presented tool in different scenarios. Furthermore, we 

intend to implement more intensity customization 

features in order to improve the accuracy of the 

simulation process. 
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